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What Lawyers Can Do When Pet Abuse and Domestic Violence Intersect

By Amy Molloy Bogardus
Animal abuse is so tightly linked to domestic violence that it is unlikely to find abuse of a partner or child in a house with pets where abuse of the pet is not also present. Often, this connection is simply called “the link.” When someone hurts an animal, the question is, who will be next? Harming the family pet can be a way for the partner to instill fear, to foster coercion and to compel secrecy from victims, and when a partner gives away or kills the pet, victims are taught that they can just as easily be killed or seriously injured as well. Animal abuse is often part of an intergenerational cycle of violence in which children living in a household with domestic violence and animal abuse absorb unhealthy attitudes and family norms that they pass down to future family members.

The level of protective rights available to your clients and their animals is based upon the legal classification New York has assigned to that animal. The terms companion animal and pet are used interchangeably in this article as they are referred to in Agriculture and Markets Law Section 350(5). A pet or companion animal is defined as any dog or cat and any other domesticated animal normally maintained in or near the household of the owner or person who cares for such other domesticated animal. Be aware that farm animals are usually not considered companion animals and special protections are afforded to service animals.

Enhancing your knowledge is the first step in the process of creating a legal strategy customized to your client’s needs and goals for their pet. In my view, your journey begins by developing an empathetic understanding of the bond between your clients and their pets and the ways partners exploit that bond as a power and control tool. Being genuinely empathetic requires us to learn about others – their history, their reality, and their world. A victim’s inability to bring his or her pet to a residential domestic shelter may intensify the risks and negative consequences associated with domestic violence, all of which can affect your client’s decision making. If they fear their beloved pet being harmed or killed if they leave, their actual safety options are significantly narrowed. Victims are often isolated from family, friends, and then their pets, which places victims at higher risk for returning to their abusive and violent homes.

Identifying the Presence of an Animal Within Your Client’s Environment

A simple and easy-to-use tool is your client intake form. By adding a few more questions to your existing standard form, you can quickly identify the existence of animals and gain valuable insight and information into your client’s situation and the actual challenges they are navigating. Consider making “Do you care for or reside in a house with pets where abuse of the pet is not also present?” one of your intake questions. Using this open-ended language increases the likelihood that your client will self-identify the existence of a pet in their life, including one that may be owned by their partner. The client may be relieved that you both recognize and respect their concerns early on as you build a trusting lawyer-client relationship. Other factual areas you may wish to explore are:

- current and past veterinary care of pets;
- negative and positive treatment of animals in the household;
- responses to animal maltreatment;
- the impact of the pet’s situation upon a victim’s decision to leave or stay with a partner;
- exposure of children to animal maltreatment; and
- changes in their partner’s use of violence.

Also consider adding some of these suggested questions:

- How many animals have you lived with in the past five years?
- Does your pet receive periodic veterinary care? If yes, who is your veterinarian?
- Has your partner helped care for these pets?
- Has the welfare of your pet impacted your decisions or actions?
- Have you noticed any change in your partner’s willingness to harm your pet?
- Has anyone else ever seen or heard your pet being harmed?
- How did you feel after your pet was harmed?

The information that you collect during this intake process will impact your legal strategy. Your client’s answers may expose the efforts of the abusive partner to diminish your client’s ability to care for their pet. It may also
expose the abusive partner’s attempts to manipulate or
gaslight your client by reframing the abusive partner’s
animal mistreatment as corrective discipline.\textsuperscript{21,22} As
discussed later, veterinary records and the observations
of a veterinarian may be a crucial supportive element
regarding your client’s legal burden of proof. Amplify the
effectiveness of your representation by proactively devel-
oping relationships with local victim advocate providers
and veterinarians and by identifying local resources that
can support your client and their animal, including local
pet-friendly domestic violence shelter options and respite
or foster care support from animal assistance organi-
izations.\textsuperscript{23} If your region does not yet have a network
of these supportive services,\textsuperscript{24} start a community-wide
conversation to create one; there are many entities that
provide guidance and funding opportunities to help start
those services locally.\textsuperscript{25}

Lastly, if applicable, be prepared to discuss with your
client how to develop a safety plan for their pet. A
“safety plan” is a tool frequently employed by domestic
violence victims or other crime victims that provides a
checklist of things to do when there is danger. If your
clients could benefit from a safety plan for their pet,
they may also need a safety plan for themselves. Be
sure to have your client work with a domestic violence
program worker who is trained in safety plan develop-
ment. In this context, the safety plan for pets\textsuperscript{26} could
include:

\begin{itemize}
  \item creating a grab-and-go bag with pet food and sup-
  plies, any medications, and copies of pet registra-
  tion documentation and veterinary records;
  \item identifying a reliable person who can be an emer-
  gency pet caretaker;
  \item having food, medication, exercise or other pet care-
  related instructions ready;
  \item alerting dog walkers or animal day care providers;
  \item changing veterinary providers; and
  \item confirming veterinary office and emergency pet care
  designee have copies of any legal documents dis-
  cussing their pet.
\end{itemize}

Some Legal Tools That May Assist
Domestic Violence Victims and Their
Pets

While there are still more gains to be achieved, New
York State has enacted several useful pieces of legislation
to assist victims in ending the environment of abuse cre-
ated when domestic violence and animal abuse intersect.
Below are a few legal tools to consider.

1. Orders of protection can afford specified protection
to pets

Back in July 2006, New York amended the Family
Court Act and Criminal Procedure Law to give judges
the ability to add a condition to an order of protection
that requires a respondent “to refrain from intentionally
injuring or killing, without justification any companion
animal the respondent knows to be owned, possessed,
leased, kept or held by the petitioner or a minor child
residing in the household.” \textsuperscript{27,28,29} In September 2008,
the Legislature enacted a much needed follow-up amend-
ment to the 2006 statute authorizing orders of protection
to protect pets.\textsuperscript{30,31} Except for family offenses, custody
and parent-initiated PINS cases, the petitioner is a gov-
ernment entity, a prosecuting or presentment agency,
not the alleged victim of family violence who requires
protection, and there was no language addressing orders
of protection in matrimonial cases.\textsuperscript{32} By substituting the
phrase “person protected by the order” for “petitioner”
and adding similar provisions to protect pets to Sections
240 and 252 of the Domestic Relations Law, the 2008
amendments broadened the scope of protection intended
for pets.\textsuperscript{33,34} The goal of these amendments is to help
break the cycle of violence and neutralize or eliminate
tactics that partners used to control and force victims to
stay in dangerous situations.\textsuperscript{35} New York courts have not
engaged in any significant legal discussion of the inclu-
sion of pets in orders of protection.\textsuperscript{36}

As described below, evidence of animal abuse may cor-
raborate your client’s domestic violence victimization.
For example, veterinary records can document a pet’s
fractured ribs that occurred when the pet tried to defend
your client from their partner’s attack.\textsuperscript{37} Presenting evi-
dence of pet abuse can increase the likelihood that the

“In New York, a domestic violence victim has a conditional
right to have their service animal accompany them to
a residential domestic violence shelter so long as the
accompaniment does not create an undue burden.”
court will grant your client’s request to include their pet in any order of protection. Even if no physical or documentary evidence exists, the court may find testimony from your client of their observations or the observations from a non-party witness sufficiently compelling. If there are injuries (physical or emotional) to the animal caused by the abusive party, consider calling friends, family, animal care providers (dog walkers, cat sitters, doggie daycare), veterinarians or others who have witnessed changes in the pet’s health or demeanor.

2. Codification of best interest analysis for possession determination of a pet within domestic relations matters

Effective Oct. 25, 2021, when awarding possession of the parties’ companion animal in all domestic relations matters, New York courts shall consider the best interest of the companion animal and any other factors which the court shall expressly find to be just and proper. This is not a novel concept; some courts determining exclusive pet possessions have used a “best interests of all concerned” standard, even in non-marital situations. When the parties are not governed by domestic relations law, a custodial claim for the parties’ pet may be brought as a replevin action since family court proceedings do not address the distribution of property, and a small claims court can only issue monetary relief, not the return of property.

There are several areas to explore as you build your case to establish that your client should be awarded exclusive possession of their pet. First, identify and quantify your client’s past, present and future emotional and financial efforts for the care of their pet, as well as your client’s ability to commit time, energy and finances for their pet’s needs. Through your direct case and cross-examination, document your client’s superior intimate knowledge of their pet’s physical and emotional needs, your client’s ability to spend significant time caring for their pet, and the ingrained presence their pet has in your client’s life, which can be demonstrated by the role your client’s friends and family have taken in the care of their pet. As part of your legal strategy, determine the existence of documentation and witness testimony that can collaborate your client’s claim for exclusive possession of the pet. Veterinary records and photos or videos of your client interacting with their pet may also be helpful in proving your client’s positive role in the welfare of their pet and satisfying a best interest legal analysis. If necessary, consider offering testimony from an animal behaviorist or other expert who can explain how the animal’s best interest will be better met by your client.

While mediation may be an excellent tool for many families struggling to resolve animal disputes, this option is generally unavailable in divorce matters involving domestic violence due to safety concerns and dynamics of power and control.

3. Cohabitation access for your client’s animal at a residential domestic violence shelter

In New York, a domestic violence victim has a conditional right to have their service animal accompany them to a residential domestic violence shelter so long as the accompaniment does not create an undue burden. However, there is no formalized right for a pet. Instead, the regulations for general operational standards issued by the Department of Social Services state “[r]esidential programs for victims of domestic violence may have policies that permit residents to have emotional support/comfort animals and/or pets accompany residents.” Therefore, each shelter can determine its own policies regarding pet accompaniment. Many residential shelters often have established relationships with animal shelters and private residential networks that provide temporary housing arrangements for a victim’s pet. By having preexisting knowledge and established relationships with your local animal shelters and veterinarians, you are in a better position to assist and advocate for your client.

4. Protection of pets during the execution of an eviction warrant

Housing instability is a challenge that many domestic violence victims face, which has an increased negative impact upon pet owners. In August 2018, New York State amended the eviction warrant process by adding subsection 2(b) to Section 749 of the Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law. This amendment directs officers serving an eviction warrant to check the property for the presence of a companion animal and to coordinate the safe removal of such animals with the evictee. New York State ensures that the safety and wellbeing of a pet is not compromised when a tenant is evicted. Although safe housing can give survivors pathways to freedom, there are many barriers that prevent survivors from maintaining or obtaining safe and affordable housing.

5. Impact of a conviction pursuant to Sections 353 or 353-a of Agriculture and Markets Law

A district attorney’s office may pursue animal abuse charges against your client’s partner, such as overdriving, torturing and injuring animals or failure to provide proper sustenance and aggravated cruelty to animals. These charges may be prosecuted whether domestic violence charges are pursued in criminal or civil court. Explain to your client the different ways an animal abuse conviction may impact your client and their abusive partner. Your client’s petition in family court may be corroborated and strengthened by a successful prosecution of the misdemeanor offense of overdriving, torturing and injuring animals, and failure to provide proper sustenance (Agri. & Mkts. Law Section 353) or the felony offense of aggravated cruelty to animals (Argi. & Mkts. Law Section 353-a).
Law Section 353-a).\(^6\) In addition, the sentencing court may impose a term of imprisonment\(^5\) and bar the convicted animal abuser, those who were criminally culpable in the abuse and those who could or should have acted to prevent the abuse, from owning or having custody of any other animals, other than farm animals, for a time period deemed reasonable by the court.\(^5,6\) Be aware that fact patterns can exist when the barring of pet ownership directly affects your client, i.e., your client continues to reside with the convicted partner, or the prosecution argues that your client should have prevented the abuse. Therefore, you should be prepared to advocate for your client if either of those situations may arise.

A local district attorney’s office can prove animal abuse charges through the admission of the pet’s medical records; testimony from a veterinarian describing the pet’s injuries or results from a necropsy (examination of a dead animal); testimony from animal control officers of their observations and any notification calls received by law enforcement; testimony from neighbors\(^5\) documenting any observations or sounds relating to the abuse; and photographic evidence. Aggravated cruelty to animals can also be proven through cumulative evidence establishing that a defendant’s unjustifiable, intentional conduct caused an animal to suffer immensely for an extended time prior to dying.\(^5\)

6. The changing role of veterinarians

Effective Feb. 27, 2022, New York State empowered veterinarians by making them\(^6\) mandated reporters of suspected animal cruelty if they reasonably and in good faith suspect that a companion animal’s injury, illness or condition is the result of animal cruelty.\(^6\) In addition, New York State permits veterinarians to disclose a pet’s medical record to officials responding to and investigating complaints of animal abuse.\(^6\) This new role makes veterinarians valuable allies in commencing a criminal investigation and ending the environment of abuse surrounding your client and their pet. In many cases the person bringing in an animal to the veterinarian may not volunteer information about abuse – for instance, where the person is afraid to report it because they fear for their safety or the animals’ safety.\(^6\)

Conclusion

Through the collaborative efforts of many individuals and various volunteer and professional organizations, New York State continues to enact legislation to end the link between domestic violence and animal abuse. When you incorporate these tools into your legal strategy, you increase the likelihood of achieving your client’s goals, providing holistic representation and creating helpful caselaw.
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